The purpose of the project is to develop or find a method to visualize high dynamic range images on a standard monitor so the output image would look natural to human vision, and extra details obtained from the high dynamic range would be kept.
Traditional cameras have a dynamic range of about 60dB, but the CVMT laboratory has bought a new camera which can do 120dB, which makes it possible to expose both shadow areas and areas in direct sun light optimally keeping all the details in the scene. Normal cameras only use 8 bit per color channel to store the obtained information, where this new camera uses 24 bit. The original intension in the project was to develop this filter, but in our research in the area, we found that at least three approaches to solve this problem were presented this summer. But these methods have Fig. 3 . Visualization of image with details in both areas using the tonemap filter.
not been compared to each other and we have therefor decided to turn the project in this direction. The three methods are using different approaches:
The gradient domain method which manipulate the gradient field of luminance image by attenuating the magnitudes of large gradients. Fast bilateral filtering method which decompose the image into two layers: a layer containing the large scale variations and a layer which preserves the details. The tonemap which uses time-tested photographic practice to develop a new tone reproduction operator.
We want to compare the results of the methods on at least two parameters: The ability to preserve the details in the original image, and the ability to generate images which appear natural to human vision. One of the ways of testing how natural an image appears is to use images including human skin since humans have a clear perception of how this looks. To test these parameters we want to invite a testpanel.
The future of this project is therefor to investigate the demands of a panel test and to find the questions and the images to use in the test.
